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It is a journey into the wild,
complete with the chance to spot
bears, cougars and experience
extreme weather. But, says Justin
Walker, the rewards for hikers are
ticking off a tough challenge – and
an ice-cold beer… mid-way.
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A night’s camp at Tsusiat Falls means
plenty of ladder climbing to get back
up onto the main track.
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One of the many famous log bridges
that are scattered all along the West
Coast Trail.

III

A banana slug’s odd colourings make
it stand out – and help it avoid being
stepped on.
Previous page: Tsuisat Falls.
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t looks like a burger joint, so I blink. I look again, blink
again, and yep; it still looks like a take away shop. And, blinking
one more time, my mind gets overwhelmed by an even more
bizarre sight: the patrons of this seeming mirage are drinking
beer. Shaking my head, I look around me at my fellow trekkers,
loaded up, as I am, with full backpacks, trekking poles and, unsurprisingly, wearing the same bewildered but oh, so pleased look that I am
sure is on my face. My mind struggles with the concept of beer and
burgers, not because it is an unnatural sight – far from it – but because
this mouth-watering apparition is here, on this Vancouver Island beach,
close to midway along Canada’s famous West Coast Trail (WCT), one of
the world’s finest multi-day treks.
I look back, along the beach to the wide expanse of Carmanah Creek
mouth we just crossed, and then further south, to the thick, rich-green
forest looming on the far creek bank that spreads back over the hill and
down to the small strip of sandy beach. Back there, deep in the wild,
hide our previous three days of hard slogging, ladder climbing and river
crossings, as well as kilometres of mud, slippery tree roots, the odd faceplant and a few broken trekking poles. The 75km West Coast Trail has
already offered plenty of challenges, along with the odd surprise. None
of which compare to the first view of this, probably the most bizarre,
but welcome, sights along the WCT: Chez Monique’s and all its grilled,
barbecued and amber liquefied delights. It is at this point that I can
definitely concur: the best beer is always one that has been earned…
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Coast of shattered dreams

The world is full of top trek lists. Whether it is top alpine scrambles, top
island treks, top desert sojourns… you get the picture. Like everything
that little bit personal, opinions will always vary. However, always among
these myriad lists an exclusive few seem to crop up, quite regularly. The
West Coast Trail is one of these; a trek that is on every serious hiker’s
bucket list. This trek has a multitude of appealing points; there’s plenty
of history; lots of chance for adventure; and, oh yeah, that one thing that
always seems to get hikers in the northern American continent (often
overly) excited: the chance of most notably a bear, but also cougar or
wolf, encounter. There’s nothing quite like that thought of suddenly
dropping a few rungs down the food ladder to heighten one’s senses
in the wilderness.
Vancouver Island’s west coast cops the full brunt of the Pacific Ocean,
with the result being a heavily trafficked coastline (courtesy of TransPacific trade) that soon earned a reputation for wild weather, dangerous
rough seas and the resulting shipwrecks; plenty of them. And it is the
survivors of these shipwrecks that were the catalyst for the creation of
the West Coast Trail. The inhospitable landscape meant that, even when
shipwreck survivors made it to shore, their adventures had only really just
begun. The rugged forested terrain made walking back to civilisation a
real struggle and forced the construction of a telegraph line and track

for survivors to follow to get help. In the 1960s, the Pacific Rim National
Park was created, before this track morphed into an ‘official’ track – and
garnered the West Coast Trail moniker – in the early 1970s.

In the beginning

As always, the first day involves: that last-minute re-pack; the tossing out
or shoving in of that last bit of superfluous gear you know, deep down,
you won’t see again until trek’s end; and a final run-through to tick off
essentials – tent, sleeping bag, outer shell, sleeping mat, food and water.
Not until this point, however, have I ever had to think about, or pack for,
potential animal attack. This is the reality of trekking the West Coast Track,
and something that myself, and my fellow walkers, are confronted with
at our Parks Canada Orientation at Port Renfrew, the WCT’s southern
point, where we are starting.
I have joined Ecosummer Expeditions’ last WCT trek for the year, and
have, as company, seven other walkers (Greg, Doug, Sherry, Bob, Chris,
Scott and Tamir; Canadians all), as well as two guides – Gontran and Travis.
Gontran is the ubiquitous – and hugely exuberant – WCT guide, having
led more than 30 trips on the Trail, and consequently loaded up with
sage advice on all things WCT. Travis, his offsider, is the yin to Gontran’s
yang; quiet, efficient and in possession of the most important role on
this trip: keeping us all well fed.
Gontran has already spent the previous night and most of the morning
on the way to Port Renfrew, reassuring the more skittish among us that
bears – the smaller (relatively speaking) black variety, in this neck of the
woods – are not in the least interested in taste-testing backpack-lugging,
gore-tex-clad hikers. Funnily enough, he spends less time reassuring us
of what I am more concerned about: the elusive cougars that also call
the area home. Bears make noise – and are (slightly) more easily spotted
– allowing for plenty of screaming to take place before the oft-feared
(but unlikely) physical attack takes place. Cougars, on the other hand, are
quiet, stealthy, and love creeping up on you in the dark…
After being run through animal identification – whether droppings,
paw prints, or actual sighting – and the different procedures involved, if
the highly unlikely does take place, we are soon pumping with renewed
confidence. The more important tasks of packing food, unlimbering
trekking poles and fine-tuning pack straps take over, before we jump
on a small ferry for the quick ride across the Gordon River, to the start
of the track. All the talk about predators has worked to also make us
forget what is much more likely on the West Coast Trail: wild weather.
Gontran regales us with past trips and WCT history, while also filling
us with plenty of food. There’s nothing quite like a full stomach to take
your mind off, well, pretty much everything. Or, usually, this is the case;
the WCT hasn’t earned its stature through just being a stroll through
spectacular, breathtaking terrain (which, of course, it is). The track itself
is packed full of challenges and the average 65 hikers injured each year
testifies to this not being a trek for the over-ambitious beginner.
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Crossing the mouth of Walbran Creek
isn’t easy after heavy rain, but it is a
great shortcut if you’re keen.
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Each campsite has its own memory:
the sun setting over the west coast at
beautiful Cribs Beach was a standout.
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Chez Monique’s. If there’s ever been a
more welcome sight after three solid
days trekking, I am yet to see it.

No snakes, but ladders

Travelling from south to north means you cop all the rugged – but also
most spectacular and challenging – terrain first, says Gontran, and, he’s
spot-on. The first day – from the Gordon River Trailhead to Thrasher
Cove – is a near-microcosm of the WCT overall. We scramble up, down
and over steep track all the way, swap chit-chat about the similarities
and differences between our two Commonwealth countries, and rest
occasionally for food, and to take in the beautiful rainforest surrounding
us, before repeating the process, all the way to Thrasher Cove.
The track underfoot is a mixture of loamy dirt, tree roots and logbridges – plus, the first of the WCT’s many (in)famous ladders. Built from
local timber, the ladders allow direct access and ingress to and from the
steep valleys that punctuate the track itself. Going backward down a
slippery timber ladder, with a pack weighing in the vicinity of 30kg is, like
the ladders themselves, a unique experience. Initially a tad unnerving,
once you get your balance right – and figure out the best way to keep
your trek poles from snagging in the rungs – the ladders soon become
a ‘standard’ part of the trek. The final descent, down yet more ladders
to Thrasher Cove, is a fitting end to the day, but outdone by the first
of what will be many beautiful campsites: right on the beach, with the
mist-shrouded Woods Nose and Hammond Rocks visible across the vast
expanse of Port San Juan. All I have to do to see it is open my tent fly.

The biggest since ’91

Any experienced trekker will know there’s nothing worse than that first,
faint, pitter-patter of raindrops on a tent. It always wakes you and also
stirs up a little apprehension in your mind: is it going to stay – and get
heavier? Is it going to fizzle out? These thoughts fly through my mind
when I am awakened by what starts out as light drizzle. I reckon it is
about 3am. By 7am, it is pouring down and the creek we’d set up camp
beside the night before is growing considerably louder and, as I stick
my head outside my tent, scarily larger.
When I pitched my tent the night before, I made sure I was well away
from the creek that flows from up in the hills high above Thrasher Cove,
into the bay. The sheer volume of rain has seen the creek’s trickle turn
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into a beach-destroying mini-torrent. When I first get out of my tent
and scurry over to the tarps that Travis and Gontran set up for shelter,
my tent is at least 8m away from the creek. By the time I have scoffed
down porridge and a coffee, the tent is about to join the rest of the
beach sand in Port San Juan.
I have never really minded walking in rain. As long as I have the right
waterproof gear, I am content to walk for as long as necessary to reach
the next camp. This laid-back attitude, however, is being serious analysed
and re-thought as we slip, scramble and drag ourselves along the longer
inland track to Camper Bay.
We are traversing numerous log bridges, now ultra-slippery thanks
to the rain, as well as mud holes, boggy track sections and footbridges,
before reaching a hugely swollen creek that offers just one result: waterlogged boots. I endeavour to power through, mentally wishing my gaiters
and boots to take on impervious qualities to repel the flooding water – all
to no avail. One foot is wet, the other – about half-an-hour later – joins
it, but oddly enough we’re all thriving in these adverse conditions. Even
Scott breaking a trekking pole doesn’t dampen the enthusiasm. Gontran
keeps us entertained with numerous stories, while Travis’s unwavering
footsteps drag us all forward. Even when Greg face-plants in front of me,
I ignore the instinct to laugh and check his welfare instead, knowing full
well that, without doubt, it will happen to me at some point.
As the day wears on, the rain gets heavier, with the track turning into
a mud-laden mosh-pit, filled with deep, leg-swallowing holes. The ladders take more time, and even the seemingly safe boardwalk sections
are now reduced to something akin to a narrow ice rink.
Our first cable-car crossing of the track is up next; crossing Camper
Creek, which, today, is awesome in its ferocity. Fall in here and I reckon
I could nearly reach Sydney before having to raise a single arm in a
swimming stroke. The cable cars take away any chance of swimming,
however. Once across, we find space at the crowded Camper Creek
campsite, and settle in for the dampest night – after one of the wildest
days – I have experienced in years of trekking, slightly cold, but bolstered
by Gontran and Trav’s bottomless pasta dish. It is only when we reach
Chez Monique’s that we hear from Monique herself that, according to
her, this storm was the biggest since ’91.

I

Two extremes

The sea mist enveloping the cove means I can only just make out our first
predator. Thankfully, it is of the avian kind: a bald eagle perched high in
a tree above a cliff face, intently watching the creek mouth below as it
empties into Juan De Fuca Strait, searching for its next meal. This reminds
me to go search for mine, before we start our next day. Everything is
still damp so it is another quick pack and then we’re off, toward what
Gontran promises us is one of the WCT’s best campsites: Walbran Creek.
Gontran and Travis had said the track would get easier as we went
along, with the first two days the toughest. And, as we roll on into

// JUSTIN WALKER

Over the course of its 75km, you will: climb up and/or climb down
more than 70 ladders (of varying heights, angles and rung-spacings);
scramble across more than 100 bridges (large and small); balance precariously – with full packs – on numerous (often slippery) fallen logs
that act as bridges; slip, slide and invariably face-plant across – and into
– shallow, tree-root-infested creeks and bog-holes; and ford numerous
waterways – some shallow, some deep, and some requiring a cable-car
to traverse. So you’d think you’d have to be crazy, or simply craving a
huge challenge to step foot on the WCT. But, among all this toil, there
are rewards that make all that effort more than worth it. And for us, they
start on our very first evening.
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The last day, between Michigan Creek
and Pachena, offers a more leisurely
pace, amidst mystical rainforest.
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The West Coast Trail’s cable cars are a
unique answer to that age-old problem
of crossing deep water.

III

Tsusiat Falls was, for this writer, the
stand-out campsite, being lulled to
sleep by the roar of the waterfall.

Walbran Creek, at the end of day three, we realise they were right. We’d
crossed more swollen creeks – by foot, bridge and cable car – on our
way here, and experienced probably the largest number of log-bridge
traverses so far on the track. But the sun has also made a very welcome
return and once we lob at Walbran it is a race to see who can score the
best clothes-drying points on the plethora of driftwood that litters the
beach. Drying clothes, a huge, warm fire, more food and a wee dram
of whisky ensure this is, indeed, the best campsite so far on the track.
Every good thing has an opposite. And this is no different as we leave
Walbran. We opt to cross the ocean outlet to save time and have our first
experience of walking on slippery coastal rock, followed by sand. After
realising what a slog treading your own path on sand is, we soon opt
to follow one leader in single file, stepping in each others footsteps. It
is surprisingly effective and our Canadian/Australian human centipede
is soon chewing up the kilometres on its way to Chez Monique’s. It is
surprising just how much of an incentive a cold beer is…

The reason why

// JUSTIN WALKER
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The campsites keep getting more memorable, as does the entire WCT
experience, thanks, in some part, by the café run by First Nations people
at Nitinat Narrows, where we get a feed of fresh salmon and a ferry across
the otherwise impassable Narrows – yet another welcome ‘convenient’
intrusion into our WCT world. At Tsusiat Falls, I am blown away – literally
and physically. To me, this is what wilderness trekking is all about: after
a day swapping between beach trekking, rock scrambling and hiking
through forested terrain, our reward is a magnificent campsite right next
to a roaring waterfall, with the spray and wind from the falls buffeting
us. We still get our fire, the loos are only a short wade across the falls’
channel below us, and the stars are out on a clear night. Perfection.
As we near the end, the track’s history pops up occasionally, in the
form of old rescue huts; reminders that just out offshore from us, in the
deep Pacific, lay any number of shipwrecks that were the catalysts for
the creation of this track we now walk along. A final reminder – or the
WCT’s last trick to convince us to stay here forever – is found at Michigan
Creek camp, where, as if on cue, a pod of orca swim past in the distance.
The last day is, by distance, our longest, but also our quickest. Everybody has visions of beer, showers and the bus trip home – firmly in that
order – and the track is at its mildest. We strike camp early and head
to Pachena Trailhead and trip’s end. We have seen no bears, and the
cougars have become mere ghosts in our minds, firmly replaced by the
reality of tough trekking and sublime camping.
It is amusing, at this end of days, to see the hyper-enthusiastic trekkers
heading south, extremely keen on their first day and talking rapid-fire
as they ask questions of the ‘tougher’ southern end. If our smell doesn’t
knock them over in answer, our repaired trek poles, various bandages,
and semi-repaired shoes tell the story: If it is a foot-borne adventure
you’re after, the West Coast Trail will well and truly give it to you, but
on its own, wild terms.

Getting there:
The West Coast Trail is located
on the south-western coastline
of Vancouver Island, Canada.
Air Canada flies direct from
Sydney to Vancouver. See
www.aircanada.com for more
information on flights from
Sydney or your nearest
capital city.
RESERVING A CAMPSITE:
The simplest way to organise
your WCT adventure is to join a
guided trek, such as that run by
Ecosummer Expeditions (see
www.ecosummer.com). This
eliminates having to chance
your hand by applying for a
hard-to-get WCT Overnight Use
Permit, as required by Parks
Canada. www.parkscanada.gc.
ca/pacificrim

WHEN TO GO:
The West Coast Trail is open from
1 May to 30 September. The
weather can change very
quickly on the west coast of
Vancouver Island, so be
prepared for all conditions,
regardless of season.

MORE INFO:
Ecosummer Expeditions runs
guided treks over seven days
and six nights on the West Coast
Trail. You should have a high
fitness level, and be capable of
carrying a pack weighing around
15–20kg for eight hours a day.
Check www.ecosummer.com
To plan your next Canadian
adventure visit au.canada.travel
For British Columbia, see
www.BritishColumbia.travel
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